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Abstract

In this research manuscript, the Author has Enlightened Some Useful Aspects regarding ‘Optimal Business Varietization’.

Theory

Optimal Business Varietization

By Optimal Business Varietization, we mean Optimally Stationing the Business Type(s) of concern and the Frequencies of the Same and the Magnitudes Of Operation of the Same in Specific Locations of concern for Complete Social Harmony through Business.

For achieving Optimal Business Varietization, one should first find the following:

1. All the Types of Businesses currently prevailing, the Frequency of the Same, the Magnitudes of the Operation of the Same, the Locations \{Latitude(s) and Longitude(s)\} of the same.
2. The Business Demand at the Corresponding Locations mentioned in 1.
3. The Business Capital(s) involved, the Frequency of Sales, the Profits gotten, Losses incurred at the Corresponding Locations mentioned in 1.
4. The Service Index(es) of the Business Servic(es) at the Corresponding Locations mentioned in 1.
5. The Efficiency \{Precision of ‘Pi’ Value and/ or its Higher Order Equivalent’s Value\} of the Complete Recursive Set Nature of the Business Types with respect to Class Levels and Corresponding Population Frequency of Consumers Belongingness to the Class Levels and the Needs of the Same. This helps us Fill in the Blanks of any type of Business that Needs to be Present in Excess and/ or Reduced Levels with respect to Class Levels and Corresponding Population Frequency of Consumers Belongingness to the Class Levels and the Needs of the Same, Optimally. Also, it helps us Decide the Frequencies and Magnitudes of Operation of the Same, Optimally. \{see author’s Research Literature on The Theory Of Complete Recursive Set (inclusive of those in Orthogonal Lateral Spaces,
found to \textit{Exhaustion}), see [7], [68]. \textbf{This also helps us Fill in the Blanks of any type of New Business(es) that Needs to be Present in Certain Specific Locations of concern.}

6. \textbf{The Efficiency \{Precision of \textit{‘Pi’ Value} and/ or its Higher Order Equivalent’s Value, see [38]\} of the Complete Recursive Set Nature of All the Aspects mentioned in 1, 2, 3 and 4. This helps us Fill in the Blanks of any type of Business Aspect that needs to be Present in Excess and/ or Reduced Levels with respect to Class Levels and Corresponding Population Frequency of Consumers Belongingness to the Class Levels and the Needs of the Same. Also, it helps us Decide the Frequencies and Magnitudes of Operation of the Same. This also helps us Fill in the Blanks of any type of New Business Aspect(s) that Needs to be Present in Certain Specific Locations of concern.}

7. \textbf{Also, Average Business Life Span of any and/ or Each Business (of concern) details must also be Probabilistically Computed and these should also conform to The Efficiency \{Precision of \textit{‘Pi’ Value} and/ or its Higher Order Equivalent’s Value\} of the Complete Recursive Set Nature of the Average Business Life Span of any and/ or Each Business (of concern).}

\textit{All Problems Frequently and Critically Associated with Each Business Type must also be Documented and Efforts should be made to Annul such Barriers in Business.}

One can note that Using author’s Research Literature on \textit{The Theory Of Complete Recursive Set} \textit{(inclusive of those in Orthogonal Lateral Spaces, found to Exhaustion)}, [5], [7], [68] and also using author’s Research Literature on “\textit{Pi}”, i.e., \(\pi\) \textit{i.e., } \(\pi(2)\text{Value And/ Or Its Higher Order Equivalents i.e., } \pi(N)\text{Precision Increase Based Refinement Of Any Primality And/ Or Any Recursion Scheme Of Any Aspect Of Concern’}, [38] one can Design, \textit{‘Optimal Business Varietization’}.\n
\textbf{Conclusion}

One can note that the afore-detailed \textit{Optimal Business Varietization} concept has great potential to foster \textit{Business Harmony in Completeness}.\n
Moral

The Law of Probability tells that there will be at least one Demon who lives in the Sky.
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